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Unruly Hills 2011-05-01 the questions that inspired this study
are central to contemporary research within environmental
anthropology political ecology and environmental history how
does the introduction of a modern capitalist resource regime
affect the livelihood of indigenous peoples can sustainable
resource management be achieved in a situation of radical
commodification of land and other aspects of nature focusing on
conflicts relating to forest management mining and land rights
the author offers an insightful account of present day challenges
for indigenous people to accommodate aspirations for ethnic
sovereignty and development
Political Parties in Mizoram 2024-01-05 this book delves deep
into the remarkable journey of the mizo national front mnf from
its origin to what it has become today with meticulous research
and keen analysis the book offers a compelling narrative of how a
marginalized group transformed into a political force that
reshaped the destiny of an entire region and an entire race
through a lens finely tuned to historical context and cultural
nuances the book unearths the motivations and aspirations that
propelled the mizo people to rally behind the mnf s call for
autonomy and ultimately statehood whether you are a political
scholar history aficionado or simply curious about the
transformative power of political parties in regional contexts this
book offers a compelling narrative that unveils the multifaceted
layers of the mizo national front s legacy it serves as an
indispensable resource for anyone seeking a profound
understanding of the interplay between patriotism and
nationalism political ambition cultural identity and the pursuit of
a better future
The Politics of the Second Electorate 2018-12-19 prior to
publication there had been little study of the political role of
women gender had been seen only as a background variable in
social surveys of political behaviour and women had rarely been
extensively or separately considered now in essays specially
written for this volume first published in 1981 the authors map
out the political behaviour of women in twenty industrially
developed countries bringing together and analysing
contemporary material on a variety of topics such as voting
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standing for public office entering the political elite and
engaging in political activity outside the formal structures of
government in each chapter the history of women s political
activity is outlined from the first movements for female suffrage
and emancipation to the new political involvement occasioned by
the women s movements of the 1970s the impact of differing
political systems on the experience of women is considered and
some striking similarities and differences are pointed out it has
been generally agreed that women s participation in politics has
been less than that of men although reasons postulated for this
have varied widely the essays in this book offer further
suggestions in this area while charting a steady increase in
activity by women in all political spheres as feminism politicises
issues previously restricted to private or male dominated spheres
and women become increasingly concerned to participate in the
political process the authors indicate current trends and explode
prevailing myths and the second electorate and they suggest
future possibilities both for political woman and the political
science which must take account of feminist political activity
students of social and political science readers seeking
comprehensive cross national coverage of party and election data
and all interested women will find the book to be a mine of
information and a rare and readable picture of half the world s
electorate
European Politics 2013-09-13 this book arises out of a specially
commissioned issue of west european politics marking the
journal s 30th anniversary it examines the profound changes in
the european political landscape over the last three decades
including the fall of communism progressive european
integration territorial restructuring public sector reforms at
european national regional and local levels changes in
democratic participation protest elections political
communication political parties and party competition and
challenges to the welfare state the book also discusses how
political science has responded to these changes in terms of its
substantive focus concepts methods and theories many of the 17
contributions included identify important challenges for the
future including those stemming from eu integration the reduced
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electoral accountability of politicians the problematic
legitimation of party government and the sharpening of the
edges of the state contributors include k a anderson f c castles c
crouch m egeberg m ferrera h goetz l hooghe e m immergut r f
inglehart m keating h d klingemann h kriesi m lodge j lovenduski
p mair g marks y mény l morlino h obinger v a schmidt p c
schmitter and g smith this book was published as a special issue
of west european politics
Smoke in the Hills 1960 political tension in the morogoro district
of tanganyika
Numbers in India’s Periphery: Political Economy of
Government Statistics 2020-10-29 an exciting account of how
government statistics in developing countries are social artefacts
dynamically shaped by political and economic contexts
Essays in Political Geography 2016-05-20 this volume originally
published in 1968 is in two parts the first covers various
geographical aspects of the internal structure and the external
relationships of states and introduces some of the concepts
which are examined in specific regional context in the case
studies in part 2
Smoke in the Hills. Political Tension in the Morogoro District of
Tanganyika. [With Plates.]. 1960 political tension in the
morogoro district of tanganyika
Hill Politics in North-east India 1973 black political
mobilization accounts for the political success of black americans
in the south minion morrison returns to mississippi the center of
much of the political activism of the 1960s to analyze the
remarkable improvement in black electoral participation in the
years following passage of the voting rights act of 1965
mississippi s substantial black population has experienced
marked electoral success despite a history of strict racial
exclusion the dramatic and widespread nature of mobilization
there makes it one of the most illustrative case studies for
exploring this period of political change in america mississippi
represents a broader phenomenon of political change that
sustains a new leadership class in the southern region three
rural mississippi towns serve as the focal point for the study they
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each have a population of under 2 000 have overwhelming afro
american voting majorities are poor and largely agricultural have
been affected by the civil rights movement of the 60s and have
elected a black mayor since 1973 the towns are prime examples
of the character and process of minority electoral politics and
mobilization in the rural south a new class of black leaders is
nurtured and installed in office in an environment where a newly
and highly mobilized constituency takes advantage of its majority
status in the electorate this book combines good theory with
lively interviews and rich case histories to highlight an
essentially new variety of participatory democracy in american
politics and government
Black Political Mobilization, Leadership, Power and Mass
Behavior 1987-01-01 the major themes explored in this book
originally published in 1986 are the political resonances of social
stratification and change the growing distance between the
working class and the providers of social services and the role of
locality in social reproduction the relationship between society
and space is the subject of a major debate in developed countries
the key questions are about just how far spatial patterns and
local conditions affect social relations and stratification and how
far they shape collective action electoral responses and class
Politics, Geography and Social Stratification 2014-10-03 how well
is the field of political studies doing and where is it headed these
questions are answered by this broad world overview of political
science its advances and shortcomings along with prescriptions
for the future in the first decades of the 21th century the volume
includes three world regional assessments of the discipline by
senior scholars along with an in depth survey of various sub
disciplinary fields and a concluding critical essay on the future of
political studies great as a text book i e an introductory global
overview
The World of Political Science 2012-07-10 this second edition
of the authoritative readings in arkansas politics and government
brings together in one volume some of the best available
scholarly research on a wide range of issues of interest to
students of arkansas politics and government the twenty one
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chapters are arranged in three sections covering both historical
and contemporary issues ranging from the state s socioeconomic
and political context to the workings of its policymaking
institutions and key policy concerns in the modern political
landscape topics covered include racial tension and integration
social values political corruption public education obstacles
facing the state s effort to reform welfare and others ideal for
use in introductory and advanced undergraduate courses the
book will also appeal to lawmakers public administrators
journalists and others interested in how politics and government
work in arkansas
Readings in Arkansas Politics and Government 2020-03-06 rebel
politics analyzes the changing dynamics of the civil war in
myanmar one of the most entrenched armed conflicts in the
world since 2011 a national peace process has gone hand in hand
with escalating ethnic conflict the karen national union knu
previously known for its uncompromising stance against the
central government of myanmar became a leader in the peace
process after it signed a ceasefire in 2012 meanwhile the kachin
independence organization kio returned to the trenches in 2011
after its own seventeen year long ceasefire broke down to
understand these puzzling changes brenner conducted
ethnographic fieldwork among the knu and kio analyzing the
relations between rebel leaders their rank and file and local
communities in the context of wider political and geopolitical
transformations drawing on political sociology rebel politics
explains how revolutionary elites capture and lose legitimacy
within their own movements and how these internal
contestations drive the strategies of rebellion in unforeseen ways
brenner presents a novel perspective that contributes to our
understanding of contemporary politics in southeast asia and to
the study of conflict peace and security by highlighting the
hidden social dynamics and everyday practices of political
violence ethnic conflict rebel governance and borderland politics
Rebel Politics 2019-10-15 the colonial legacy in the
construction of the modern indian state has left a deep imprint
on contemporary indians self identity and self determination
borderland politics in northern india is a collection of essays
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giving detailed accounts of the many different ways that people
throughout india understand their homeland the territory where
they live and the broader region to which they belong mona
chettri looks at the gorkha community in the darjeeling hills to
the northeast manjeet baruah examines assam and l lam khan
piang explores the dispersion of the zo people throughout many
northeastern states in the northwest aijaz ashraf wani illustrates
how jammu and kashmir state is severed along complex regional
religious and ethnic lines this book is an invaluable source for
readers interested in comparative studies of borderlands globally
it also contributes to south asian studies broadly conceived to
indian border studies and to local social cultural and political
histories of the constituent border regions of northern india this
book was published as a special issue of asian ethnicity
Borderland Politics in Northern India 2016-04-14 tracing the
development of communication markets and the regulation of
international communications from the 1840s through world war
i jill hills examines the political technological and economic
forces at work during the formative century of global
communication hills analyzes power relations within the arena of
global communications from the inception of the telegraph
through the successive technologies of submarine telegraph
cables ship to shore wireless broadcast radio shortwave wireless
the telephone and movies with sound as she shows global
communication began to overtake transportation as an economic
political and social force after the inception of the telegraph
which shifted communications from national to international
from that point on information was a commodity and ownership
of the communications infrastructure became valuable as the
means of distributing information the struggle for control of that
infrastructure occurred in part because british control of
communications hindered the growing economic power of the
united states hills outlines the technological advancements and
regulations that allowed the united states to challenge british
hegemony and enter the global communications market she
demonstrates that control of global communication was part of a
complex web of relations between and within the government
and corporations of britain and the united states detailing the
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interplay between american federal regulation and economic
power hills shows how these forces shaped communications
technologies and illuminates the contemporary systems of power
in global communications
The Struggle for Control of Global Communication
2002-10-22 how does an authoritarian state reform its police
force following a transition to democracy in 1998 indonesia the
third largest country in the world faced just such a challenge
policing had long been managed under the jurisdiction of the
military as an instrument of the suharto regime and with suharto
abruptly removed from office this was about to change here we
see how it changed and how far these changes were for the
better based on direct observations by a scholar who was
involved in the last days of the new order and who saw how the
police responded to regime change this book examines the police
the new regime and how the police was disassociated from the
military in indonesia providing a comprehensive historical
overview of the position of police in this change of regime the
book focuses on two key areas the differences between local and
national levels and the politicisation associated with
decentralisation arguing that the disassociation of the indonesian
national police from the military has achieved only limited
success the book contends that there is continued impetus for
the establishment of a professional police force and modern and
democratic policing which will entail effective public control of
the police a pioneering study of the police in indonesia examining
key issues in the post suharto era this book will be of interest to
scholars of southeast asian politics and of policing and politics in
the developing world
Politics and Governance in Indonesia 2014-06-05 the essays
in this book compare and analyze political processes in eight
states within the indian union a long introductory chapter by
myron weiner sets the stage for individual studies of each state
by separate scholars namely myron weiner mit on political
development in the indian states paul h brass university of
washington on uttar pradesh wayne wilcox columbia university
on madhya pradesh ram joshi s i e s college bombay on
maharashtra balraj puri editor kashmir affairs on jammu and
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kashmir marcus f franda colgate university on west bengal
lawrence l shrader mills college on rajasthan hugh gray
university of london on andhra pradesh and baldev raj nayar
mcgill university on punjab originally published in 1968 the
princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press
these editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905
State Politics in India 2015-12-08 the political philosophy of
niccolo machiavelli is a clear account of machiavelli s thought
major theories and central ideas geared towards the specific
requirements of students who need to reach a sound
understanding of machiavelli s ideas it is the ideal companion to
the study of this influential and challenging philosopher
Political Theory and Power 2023-08-07 bertrand de jouvenel
1903 1987 was one of the great political thinkers of the
twentieth century but he left few disciples the essays contained
in this volume have been selected because they serve to clarify
elaborate and expand upon the themes of his three masterworks
on power sovereignty and the pure theory of politics de jouvenel
s thought stands apart from the main branches of twentieth
century political philosophy and is largely independent of schools
and ideologies by drawing on an older more persuasive
philosophical tradition stretching from plato to rousseau de
jouvenel sought to restore political science to its ancient function
the explanation of political things with directness and originality
his work addresses questions that go to the heart of the political
science enterprise exploring its nature its mission and its
attitude to theory facts and values in the realm of political
practice de jouvenel shares common ground with his
contemporaries while remaining essentially independent he
shares with the left a deep concern for reducing human misery
and ecological depredation and a belief in the need for
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government directed economic planning on the other hand he
shares the right s abiding suspicion of state power and its belief
in the superiority of the market as the presumptive method for
economic decision making de jouvenel s refreshing freedom from
ideological blinders makes him worthy of comparison to orwell
but his ambition stretches beyond the novelistic in that he
attempts to develop a theory of the good state resting upon a
clear sighted understanding of the true nature of political
behavior graced with a brilliant introduction by dennis hale and
marc landy this volume serves as an ideal introduction to de
jouvenel s thought it will be of interest to political scientists
historians and sociologists
Poppy Politics 1977 this work examines the political choices
that surround the new technologies of telecommunications and
broadcasting and focuses on the essential issues of who
determines how they are implemented and why as well as who
benefits from them in its study of the distributional potential of
these technologies the book concentrates on the political and
economic interests that are in conflict over the possibilities and
in particular on the ways in which the american and european
governments have attempted to innovate organize and control
information technology telecommunications and broadcasting the
technological innovation backed by industrialized governments
the authors contend has largely served political and military
interests rather than those of the general population written
from the perspective of the individual citizen the book argues
that the emphasis by governments on industrial leadership has
preempted concern for access information and accountability
among the issues discussed are the impact that the globalization
of industry is having on national sovereignty the evolution of
three international trading blocs through the standardization of
high definition television and digital networks the politics of
cable and satellite transmission and the convergence of
broadcasting and telecommunications this work offers a unique
linkage between telecommunications broadcasting and
information technology and it argues that governments have lost
sight of the informational underpinnings of the democratic
process students of politics international relations political
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economy and media studies will find this book to be an invaluable
resource
Political Philosophy of Niccolo Machiavelli 2015-04-08
political aesthetics highlights the complex and ambiguous
connections of aesthetics with social cultural and political
experiences in contemporary societies if today aesthetics seems
a rather overused term mixing a variety of historical realities and
complex personal states of being its relevance as a connecting
agent between individual state and society is stronger than ever
the actual context of political and economic crisis generates new
relations between official imposed aesthetics and the resistance
and critiques they trigger considered beyond the poles of power
and protest the book examines how traditional or innovative
artistic practices may acquire unexpected capacities of
subversion it nourishes the current debate around the new
political stakes of aesthetics as an inviolable right of ordinary
citizens an essential element of empowerment and agency in a
democratic every day it will be of interest to students and
scholars of international relations political culture and political
aesthetics as well as critical sociology and history it will also be
useful for some broad courses in media studies cultural studies
and sociology
The Nature of Politics 2019-11-14 for american indians tribal
politics are paramount they determine the standards for tribal
enrollment guide negotiations with outside governments and
help set collective economic and cultural goals but how asks
raymond i orr has history shaped the american indian political
experience by exploring how different tribes politics and internal
conflicts have evolved over time reservation politics offers rare
insight into the role of historical experience in the political lives
of american indians to trace variations in political conflict within
tribes today to their different historical experiences orr
conducted an ethnographic analysis of three federally recognized
tribes the isleta pueblo in new mexico the citizen potawatomi in
oklahoma and the rosebud sioux in south dakota his extensive
interviews and research reveal that at the center of tribal politics
are intratribal factions with widely different worldviews these
factions make conflicting claims about the purpose experience
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and identity of their tribe reservation politics points to two types
of historical experience relevant to the construction of tribes
political and economic worldviews historical trauma such as
ethnic cleansing or geographic removal and the incorporation of
indian communities into the market economy in orr s case
studies differences in experience and interpretation gave rise to
complex worldviews that in turn have shaped the beliefs and
behavior at play in indian politics by engaging a topic often
avoided in political science and american indian studies
reservation politics allows us to see complex historical processes
at work in contemporary american indian life orr s findings are
essential to understanding why tribal governments make the
choices they do
The Democracy Gap 1991-07-30 how do government
arrangements emerge when and how does individual agency turn
into collective agency how do sensory experiences of violence
instability etc affect the configuration of governance
arrangements when why and how are governance arrangements
institutionalized this book seeks to contribute to a non normative
conceptualization of the emergence and transformation of
government arrangements and addresses the under theorization
of actors and agency in conventional governance theories the
editors and contributors theorize the concept of governance
more concretely by analyzing the key actors and arrangements
that define states of governance across different places and by
examining its performance and development in particular
settings and time periods each contribution to the edited volume
is based on a case study drawn from africa though the book
argues that the core issues identified remain the same across the
world though in different empirical contexts the contributions
also range across key disciplines from anthropology to sociology
to political science this ground breaking volume addresses
governance arrangements discusses how social actors form such
arrangements and concludes by synthesizing an actor centered
understanding of political articulation to a general theory of
governance scholars across disciplines such as political science
development studies african studies and sociology will find the
book insightful
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Political Aesthetics 2015-09-07 an analysis of the impact of party
politics on income redistribution policy in liberal democracies
Smoke in the Hills 2003-01 this book gives the inside story of the
ethnic armed conflicts and discovers the excellent and
harmonious relations between common people in the valley and
hills and discusses the causes of the ethnic conflict
Reservation Politics 2017-02-03 uncovers long ignored political
themes ideology propaganda mind control and orwellian history
at work within the pages of the structure of scientific revolutions
the politics of paradigms shows that america s most famous and
influential book about science the structure of scientific
revolutions of 1962 was inspired and shaped by thomas kuhn s
political interests his relationship with the influential cold
warrior james bryant conant and america s mccarthy era
struggle to resist and defeat totalitarian ideology through
detailed archival research reisch shows how kuhn s well known
theories of paradigms crises and scientific revolutions emerged
from within urgent political worries on campus and in the public
sphere about the invisible unconscious powers of ideology
language and history to shape the human mind and its
experience of the world george a reisch is managing editor of the
monist and series editor for open court publishing company s
series popular culture and philosophy
The Calcutta Law Reports of Cases Decided by the High Court,
Calcutta 1878 food and eating has always been endowed with
meanings it is one of the most visible and important symbols of
identity and difference uniting the members of a community and
segregating them from other communities this inclusion and
exclusion can be observed not only in what they eat or what they
are known to eat but also how they eat how they prepare and
serve their food and what happens after food is taken the study
of food politics and questions of identity and difference can
therefore be a means of understanding the underlying social
relations in any culture and its quiescent philosophy this
ethnographic work discusses the politics inherent in food among
the garos of assam india and bangladesh in these two areas they
live as a minority and with and in the peripheries of a dominant
non garo culture thus this book examines the ways in which
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garos conceptualize themselves and the other world through the
microcosm of food the most important need of all it discusses
among other topics how the concepts of garo food versus non
garo food find fruition in social reality and collective memory as
an identity marker
Annual Administration Report of the Naga Hills Political Agency
1876 this book argues that ethnic politics have the potential to
strengthen rather than destabilize democracy it studies one of
nepal s most significant social movements and examines the role
it has played in the process of democratization in nepal it
demonstrates that ethnic parties are not antithetical to
democracy and that democratization can proceed in diverse and
unexpected ways
Smoke in the Hills 1862
Cobbett's Political Register 1830
The Politics of Governance 2014-11-13
Political Parties, Games and Redistribution 2001-01-08
Bleeding Manipur 2003
Economic and Political Weekly 2005-09
The Politics of Paradigms 2019-04-16
Food Politics 2014-04-11
The Rise of Ethnic Politics in Nepal 2009-12-04
Report on the administration of Assam 1893
The Indian Law Reports 1878
A Handbook of Criminal Cases Containing a Verbatim
Reprint of All Criminal Cases Reported in Vols. I. to XVI.,
Calcutta Series, I.L.R. [1876-1889] with a Complete Digest
1890
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